About The Festival:
Bangalore International Short Film Festival(BISFF) organised its 9th edition for the year 2019. The
festival was held at 3 convention centres in Bangalore spanning across BIC(Bengaluru Internation
Centre), Domlur & Goethe Institut Max Mueller Bhavan, Indiranagar & Suchitra Film Society,
Banashanakari, Stage 2.
Summary of the experience:
We, a contingent of 14 individuals of batch 2018-20, represented our institute SSMC-B at the event.
The festival was a 4-day event that concluded on the 18th August, 2019.
We ventured for the auditorium at BIC,Domlur. The particular decision to opt for the venue was that
it housed 3 Audi’s. Audi 1 was located on the ground floor followed by Audi 2 and 3 on the subsequent
floors.

The event commenced at 10AM and lasted post 9PM. The festival celebrated screenings of the official
entries for the different film festivals held across the world. Films screened at the centre catered to
different subjective themes, differed in time-span, submissions from across the world and moreover,
different dialects spoken around the globe.
The festival showcased and exquisitely glorified the notion of screenings with the title attached to it
‘international’. The short films spanned genres across all categories and managed to glue us to the
core through the play-time. We were quite enthusiastic to witness something like this on a bigger
stage because the event was a stark reminder of hard-work being put across screenings. Exemplary in
its entirety, we were proud to represent our institute at the film fest on 17th of August.
Audi 1 was the largest Audi out of the 3 and it particularly resonated the feeling of a mini-theatre. The
other 2 audi’s just had screens and ordinary seating while the Audi 1 had a theatrical feel attached to
it because of the dim lights and the similarity in its architecture to that of an actual theatre hall.

Some of the key notable segments were:
Audi 1:
10 PM International Short films
11.30PM -Antxoni- a suspense thriller highlighting a murder story and a cover up by the members of
the family.
Dialectic Diary - Film by- mike schaper( about moments, seconds of a day)
12 PM Indian Pocket Films
• Dhoop Haskar Boli – remarriage of an aged widow and conversation at a marriage bureau.
• Anupam Sengupta’s - Mirza's Friend Ghalibh
Highlights a writer’s setback in the 90’s and how he hallucinates and talks to himself over the phone
about the retrieval of contract for a highly anticipated script of a story.
Adapted by the script 'Telephone'
• The Gift – about a couple who buy surprise vacation tickets for each other and quarrel over it.
• Perfume (itra) – a Bengali short narrating the story of arrival of perfume in a hindu household and
the death of the landlady of the house and post life of the widower.
• Detour- 2 strangers share a cab in midst of midnight and develop a conversation.
• Burkha se Bikini tak – transition of a woman in the world of modelling.

Audi 3- 2-4.30PM
• Eye of the Mountain – Soldiers at the battlefield, taking covers to kill potential terrorists.
• Hal
AUDI 1- Oscar nominated shorts– 7.30 PM onwards
• Madre(mother) spanish – a young boy lost in the land of France talks to his mother over a call. A
bravado suspense thriller.
• Fauve( canada)
• Marguerite(canada)- The story of an old woman and her untold story for another woman that never
propelled.
• Detainment(Ireland) – 2 young kids involved in the fiasco of abducting and killing a Young baby.
• Skin(usa)
• Period end of sentence
Personal learning and takeaways:
Upon arrival at the BIC centre, we were handed our ID’s and freebies which included a book guide of
the short films, the itinerary of screenings and a side-bag. These freebies would definitely be
remembered as a memento as we look back upon our time at the event.
The constant shuffle across audi’s allowed to delve us into the numerous ways the shorts are created.
Some short films were monologue story, while others had less of dialogues and highlighted drama and
emphasized more upon the story. The animation short of Kim-jong-un was a delightful visual that we
experienced along with the screening of Madrid To Atocha- a train that takes you on a visual
rollercoaster along the drive and its people through the concept of animation.
The art of creative storytelling – be it screenplay, narrative, dialogue/monologue and the subtle
emotions on the face all play a major role in the success of a short film. Imagine the time spent behind
such a marvellous short that goes into its making.
We arrived at the event an hour later since its commencement for the day, so we missed out on 3-4
international shorts and felt bad because of the narratives depicted in the book that we received.
Arriving at the venue before time builds up the anticipation and takes it to an entirely new front. The
co-audience present at the fest were keenly glued to their seats as well when the event proceeded
further.
Overall, it was a delightful and epic display of shorts created across the world. I, particularly enjoyed
the fest more because of my involvement towards visual storytelling and my love for weaving ones
and being a fanatic of cinema, it was my first outing at a fest like this.
My peers enjoyed the event till its conclusion. We are all thankful to the institution for being the bridge
that cemented the opportunity and allowed us to attend and cater insights into the world of films and
screenings,
Your Voracious Reader and Movie Fanatic,
Shubham Vaishnav
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